
Every Time I Wake Up, I Become A Suspect - Chapter 10 

- Tips 

Those are a few photos scattered in the corner of the desk. 

Probably because the overall staff is relatively young, the company philosophy of 
Zhongyuan Design is also more casual most of the time. 

For example, in the arrangement of work stations, the boss has never interfered too 
much, and a glance at the past hundred (luan) flowers (qi) Qi (ba) placed (zao) is barely 
considered a company characteristic. 

So a few photos only, it is nothing to make a fuss about. 

Only …… Jiang Tianyu tilted her head, these few photos are obviously set aside in the 
dark by Deng Si Bo. 

Just don’t know because the police in the morning when searching up the workplace 
finally did not put the items in place, or because the other party was anxious to 
rummage through the meeting materials, these photos fell out accidentally. 

The reason that she could suddenly notice is also very simple, is the background of 
these photos. 

In each of the photos, Deng Si Bo are dressed fresh, with a clean and bright smile on 
his face. Some of the backgrounds in the back look like bookstores, some are good 
mountain attractions, and some seem to be a restaurant with a high level of decoration. 

The man looked into the camera with a vague look of hot love, it is not difficult to 
imagine that he took these photos with him must have a great relationship. 

Jiang Tianyu reached out her hand habitually, but before her fingertips were about to 
touch the photo that was only half exposed in the pages of the book, she managed to 
stop. 

Her current status is just an ordinary office worker, making this kind of almost prying into 
other people’s privacy is more or less inappropriate, those scattered on the desktop 
certainly does not matter, and then more is a bit over the line. 

After clearing her throat, her eyes fell on the photos again. 

If you replace the people in the photos, these few things, Zhou Ya home also has. 



It was attached to the refrigerator door in the kitchen with a magnetic piece, and could 
be glanced at as soon as the refrigerator was opened all day long, and Jiang Tianyu 
could not ignore it if she wanted to. 

Although the angle or photo orientation will have a certain discrepancy, but she still 
recognized it at a glance. 

Thinking of this, Jiang Tianyu’s expression became somewhat complicated. 

The photos of Zhou Ya were taken with Ding Tianlang when they went out on a date, so 
it should be self-evident who was taking photos of the opposite piece of Deng Si Bo. 

She slightly speechless skimmed her mouth, feelings Ding Tianlang this goods also 
created a standardized a.ssembly line? The actual fact is that you can find a lot of 
people who are not able to get a good deal on this kind of things. 

The idea in the mind is flying, the eyes are not idle, Jiang Tianyu quickly desktop photos 
with Zhou Ya home to do a comparison, really found a little different. 

Whether in memory or on the refrigerator door, Zhou Ya has not been to the book page 
pressed most of the photo within the scene, is that the a.ssembly line also divided into 
gender? 

At this time, the cell phone placed in the trouser pocket vibrated again, she took out a 
glance at the caller ID, it was Duan Shina. 

It is estimated that the meeting is about to start, she finally engraved the half of the 
photo in her mind, and then walked quickly towards the conference room. 

Blood. 

This is the word written on the neon sign behind Deng Si Bo in the photo. 

The city of Jiangcheng has always been one of the several cities with good economic 
development in the north, so the related urban construction is quite developed, and after 
nightfall, the winding and circling viaduct is like a gorgeous ribbon floating on the mother 
river that runs through the whole city under the light. 

Eight o’clock in the evening. 

This time is not early nor late for the city of Jiangcheng, the viaduct is still a scene of 
traffic, cab drivers because of the car in front of the traffic rules to add the plug, angry 
and fierce honked twice, the mouth is also recited. 

Jiang Tianyu sitting in the back heard the movement raised his eyelids, and then turned 
his head to look out the window. 



In the darkness, the river was as quiet as ink. 

About half an hour later, the cab stopped at the curb, Jiang Tianyu paid the money and 
grabbed her bag and got out. 

The urban area in front of you is obviously much older than the urban area where 
Zhongyuan Design is located, not only are the roads narrow, but there are many 
potholes on the roadside. 

Spring, frequent rain, just after the afternoon under a, now the roadside gullies are 
stored in a water, wobbly refraction of street lights and store signs issued by the light. 

The roadside gullies are now filled with water, reflecting the light from street lamps and 
store signs. 

The high heels hit the ground with a somewhat dull sound, Jiang Tianyu walked along 
the street a few steps forward, and then a turn to hear the faint sound of music coming 
from the air. 

Continue to go forward a few hundred meters, into the eye is a nearly all kinds of luxury 
cars blocked a watertight intersection, inside a variety of neon lights flashing, is one of 
the most famous gold cave in Jiangcheng City. 

After silently gathering the lapels of her coat outside, barely making herself look less 
impressive among the handsome men and women on the street, Jiang Tianyu 
quickened her pace and finally found the nightclub called ‘Blood’. 

As soon as she entered, her attention was drawn to the wall directly in front of her. The 
somewhat dark style of neon lights flashing on it was undoubtedly the background in 
Deng Si Bo’s photo. 

This nightclub is similar to what Jiang Tianyu expected, the crowded dance floor and 
card seats are mostly male customers. 

This is a lively time, once inside the colorful ball of light flashing people’s eyes hurt, 
there are several men on stage with the dynamic music twisting the body, half-n.aked 
skin glittering. 

It’s not that there isn’t a female customer in the whole store, but the number is indeed 
small, and a few scattered around also have a few male friends for company. 

In this way, the moment outside the dance floor wandering around Jiang Tianyu set 
some eye-catching, not a few minutes there are several seemingly non-existent eyes 
floating straight to her. 



She didn’t care much anyway until she turned to a sp0t not far from the bar and saw two 
people chatting in the opposite booth through the restless and excited crowd. 

Who knows that one of the men in the card table reacted extremely keenly, his hawk-
like gaze instantly fell on her body, then slowly narrowed a pair of black eyes, raised his 
hand and not very politely hooked at her. 

A slightly unconvincing glare, eventually Jiang Tianyu still resigned to grab the bag little 
by little moved to the front of the card seat. 

The next thing she did was to grin and bare her teeth: “Officer Qi, what a coincidence.” 

Originally Lu Li was staring in amazement at the two unscrupulous, almost entwined 
people a few meters away, after hearing her greeting surprised head back to square, a 
little surprised: “Zhou Ya? How did you ……?” [The novel is updated by Jobnib.com] 

Come to this kind of place? 

The rest of the words that did not make it out were silently swallowed back by him, this 
place in the end many people, their special ident!ty, non-essential time or do not expose 
the good. 

The matter has come to this, Jiang Tianyu simply sat down on his b.uttocks, look t!tanic: 
“out to see the world.” 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to 
the market. 

Lu Li immediately shook his head and lamented: “Brother, this is the first few tonight? 
You are also too exaggerated, right?” 

Although the two of them are sitting here together, but the discerning eye can 
immediately see that they are not that kind of relationship, just an hour or so of work, 
before and after no less than five waves of people came, the goal is Qi Ziang. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the table and put the napkin in the 
corner. 

The next second, Jiang Tianyu opened her mouth again: “Two people came over …… 
to do the case?” 

Out of caution, her last two words deliberately lowered her voice, even so still saw her 
mouth type of Lu Li scared a jump, reaching out to pull her from the outside of the card 
seat to the middle of himself and Qi Zion, the three sat slightly compact but also greatly 
reduced the risk of being eavesdropped on bystanders. 



With the corner of the eye glanced at the woman who is sitting by his side at the 
moment, in fact, will see her here, Qi Ziang half a bit not surprised. 

After all, even the deceased Ding Tianlang may be bise.xual important news is this 
Zhou Ya informed, she can touch here and what can be strange. 

Thinking of this, he first took a sip of lemonade, then his l!ps moved slightly in response, 
“Sort of.” 

“Miss Zhou this world, see how?” After asking this sentence, Qiziang felt some 
headache frowned, Zhou Ya is considered the most unsettling case parties he has 
come into contact with over the years, how to walk everywhere she is. 

The more you look at this person, the more uncomplicated it is, not only seems to be 
deliberately guiding the direction of the police handling the case, privately even made so 
many small moves, what does she want? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

This night is also the final conclusion after the police questioned several app users who 
had met offline with Ding Tianlang and briefly developed a relationship, comprehensive 
analysis of their confessions. 

Can …… Zhou Ya and from where to know?! 

Top a left and right two scrutinizing gaze, Jiang Tianyu awkwardly smiled and said 
stiffly: “Great feast your eyes.” 

The words here just fell, the stage in front suddenly sprang up a gorgeous fireworks, 
followed by several dancers pulled off their pants. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the actual situation. 

The rest of the two seemed to express their disdain for her salivation, after which Lu Li 
left the card table and mingled near the bar, seemingly trying to inquire about some 
information. 

As for Qiziang, he remained in an upright sitting position throughout, not saying a word, 
pursing his l!ps and not knowing who he was watching. 

The first of these is the one that is the most natural way to ask about the scene of Ding 
Tianlang’s fall. 

Qiziang of course found the people around that slightly tangled small movements, but 
also her mind guessed a eight or nine, but the technical section so far on the earlier 



from the Ying Hua Yuan brought back a number of soil samples analysis has not been 
any news, now he is not sure what kind of results. 

Not long after, Lu Li turned back and shook his head regretfully at Qi Ziang: “I had the 
opportunity to test the bar staff and a few waiters, but so far they have not shown any 
abnormalities.” 

The man nodded slightly to indicate that he knew, and then also lowered his voice to 
whisper with him to explain what. 

Seeing this, Jiang Tianyu put down her empty juice cup and rubbed out of the card table 
to prepare for a trip to the bathroom. 

According to the guidance, she crossed the dance floor and entered a more dimly lit 
corridor. 

The bathroom sign at the end was flashing red and green, and a pair of intimate lovers 
seemed to be hiding in the shadows, quickly separated by the sound of her walking. 

One of them lowered his head and rushed out of the corridor quickly, the other was 
calmly organized, without looking at Jiang Tianyu swept past. 

At first Jiang Tianyu didn’t pay much attention, however just two seconds after the two 
crossed paths, she j.erked to a halt, slightly surprised and turned her head to look at the 
already empty corridor. 

“That’s not ……” 

“The one from the hospital …… President Wang?” 

 


